
 
Call for Papers  

The Working Group in African Political Economy (WGAPE) Spring 2012 
May 24th- 25th, 2012 
Berkeley, California 

Deadline for Submission: March 9th, 2012 
 

The Working Group in African Political Economy (WGAPE - pronounced "wah-gah-pay") brings together 
faculty and advanced graduate students in Economics and Political Science who combine field research 
experience in Africa with training in political economy methods. Since 2002, the group has met semi-
annually to discuss the work-in-progress of its core members and invited guests. It is co-led by Daniel 
Posner (Department of Political Science, MIT) and Edward Miguel (Department of Economics, UC 
Berkeley).  

After nine years as an exclusively west coast entity, WGAPE is expanding its reach to include scholars 
from throughout the country.  The well-established west coast meeting will continue each fall 
(supplemented by parallel regional fall meetings on the east coast and Midwest), but, thanks to funding 
from the National Science Foundation (NSF), WGAPE will hold a national meeting each spring, 
alternating between UC Berkeley and MIT.  This call for papers is for the inaugural WGAPE national 
meeting, which will be held at UC Berkeley on May 24th-25th, 2012. 
 
The meeting will begin on Thursday, May 24th and end midday on Friday, May 25th.   Meetings are built 
around in-depth discussions of papers that are circulated and expected to be read in advance (see the 
archive of papers discussed at past WGAPE meetings).  Presenters provide little more than a few brief, 
orienting comments before the floor is opened for discussion. WGAPE is more a forum for presenting 
work in progress than polished, finished projects and provides an unparalleled opportunity for useful 
feedback.  
 
Paper submissions must reflect WGAPE’s broad research agenda on core issues within the political 
economy of African development, including ethnic politics, civil conflict and violence, decentralization 
and democratization, and corruption and local governance. Graduate students are particularly 
encouraged to apply.  The choice of papers will be based on full paper submissions, which should be 
sent via email by March 9th to Adina Rom (CEGA) at adinarom@berkeley.edu. Successful applicants will 
be notified by March 26th and will be invited to attend the full symposium.  WGAPE will cover the cost of 
economy travel and accommodations (capped). 
 
For further information, please contact Adina Rom (CEGA) at adinarom@berkeley.edu, Daniel Posner 
(Department of Political Science, MIT) at posner@mit.edu or Edward Miguel (Department of Economics, 
UC Berkeley) at emiguel@econ.berkeley.edu.  
 
Please register for the event on the CEGA website so that we can alert you to any changes in the 
program. Information will not be released to any third party. WGAPE will contact you in case you are 
eligible for reimbursement of your travel and accommodation. For questions, please call Adina Rom at 
510-643-3250 or email adinarom@berkeley.edu.  
 
Partners/donors:  National Science Foundation (NSF), MIT Department of Political Science & University 
of California Center of Evaluation for Global Action (CEGA). 
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